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Summary: The paper discusses some developmeDts in the coordinate parti tioning method for the dynamic analysis of 
constrained/closed-loop multibody systems. First, the method is reformulated to a more compact form. Then, a simple and 
reliable projective criterion for choosing thc best coordinates from the redundant oncs is proposed, and some advantages arc 
pointed out that may arise in the method by applying inverse kinematics algori thms. Finally, the problem of determination of 
plrysical reactioos of constraints and clOs.illg conditions is discussed. A four-har linkage mcchanism serves for an illustration of 
some aspects of the paper. 
Ein Projcktionskritcriuru zur Koordinatcnwahl bei Mchrkijr~fSystemen mit kinematischen Schleoen 
CI~rsicht: Bei der Simulation def Bcweguogsgleiehungell von Mehrkorpersystemco mit kinematischen Schleifcu in 
Minimalform stent sich die Frage nach der Wahl giinstigcr verallgcmeincrter Koordinaten. Hicrfiir wird ein P rojcktionskri te-
rium vorgeschlagen, welches die Trennung der systembeschreibenden rcdundantcn Koordinatcn in die verallgemcinerteD und 
davoD abhaogise Koordinaten gestattel. Durch Anwendung eines Verfahrens zur RGckwartstransfonnatioD der kinematischen 
Bescbreibung lassen sich in diesen explizitc Schlicllbcdingungcn rormulicren, was sicb bei der Simulation vorteilhaft auswirkt; 
diese kann ohoe Verlctzung der SchlieBbedingungen crfolgcn. Es wird [luch gezeigt, wic auch bei Verwendung verallgemeincrter 
Koordioaten physikalisclr intcrpretierbare Reaktionen ermittelt werden k6nnen. Als Anwcndungsbeispicl dient d n cbencs 
Viergelenk. 
1 Introdllction 
Formulated originally by Wehage and Haug [1], the coordinate panitioning method has been yielded 
during tbe last decade a range of general purpose computer codes that are capable of performing 
dynamic analyses of constrained and/or closed-loop multibody systems. The method treats initially 
the governing equations of a n wtcons(rained system in the form of differential-algebraic equations 
(DA Es), composed of the constraint reaction-dependent (in terms of Lagrange multipliers) dynamic 
equations and the equations of constraints on the system. Then, making use of the fact that the initial 
("redundant") coordinates of the system are dependent, a reduced number (equal to the number of 
degrees of freedom) of independent coordinates is chosen from amoung them. Consequently, the 
method leads to a minimal set of constraint reaction-free dynamic equations in te rms of the 
independent coordinates, and enables one, in addition, to determine Lagrange multipUers as 
functions of the current state of the system motion; sec also [2]. In this paper a compact and slightly 
modified formulation of the method is presented and some improvements in its computational 
efficiency are discussed. 
A shortcoming of the coordinate partitioning method is that, for a particular choice of 
independent coordinates, it may occasionally lead to poorly conditioned matrices or, in the extreme, 
to singularities. When this occurs, a new set of independen t coordinates has to be chosen. A choice is 
acceptable if a square submatrix of the constraint Jacobian matrix, which relates the dependent 
coordinates, is nonsingular. However, the method does not originally answer the question which 
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coord inates are the best to be chosen fo r the independent ones, which would result in the best 
conditioned fo rmula tio n o f the method. The comparison of detenn inant magnitudes of the 
aforementioned submatrices for possible combinations of independent coordinates can by no means 
be considered as such a criterion. Therefo re, some other related methods generate new (often artificial) 
independent va ri ables, rather tha n choose them from the initi al ones. By using the zero eigenva lues 
theorem [3}, the singular value decompositio n I4J- [6] or the orthogonali zation processes 17]- [1 OJ, new 
tangent velocities (the co rresponding coordinates may have no physical meaning) are defi ned, and the 
final dynamic equations are formulated in terms of these varia bles. These methods actually lead to the 
best conditioned dynamic equations only a t the point of application. Thus, du ring the simulation 
process, they have to be implemented at each step of integration, or occasionally if an add itional 
criterion for acceptability of the curren t choice of tangent varia bles is employed. Since the methods 
a re rather computa tio nally expensive, this may be di scouraging. Only fo r some simple and/o r evident 
cases the explicit fonnulae for the tangen t varia bles can be provided either by inspection [11 ], [1 2] or 
using a utomatic codes [1 3J. 
In the light of the above comments, the coo rd inate parti tioning metbod in its original (or slightly 
modified) fo rm cao still be attractive, provided that a simple and relia ble criteri on fo r the choice of 
acceptable/best independent coord inates is added. Such a cri terion is proposed in this paper. It is a lso 
concl uded that, as opposed to what has been mentioned in [8], a transition from o ne sel of independent 
coordinates to another may neither increase the computing time nor propagate integ ration erro rs. 
The method can also be released from tbe necessity of solving the constraint algebraic equations for 
the dependent coordinates as functio n of the independent ones, which commonly have to be 
introduced at each step of in tegration and is computationall y expensive. Moreover, the paper 
demonstrates advan tages that may arise in the method by applying inverse kinematics algorithms 
that lead to ex plicit (though usually recursive) relationships between the depende nt and independent 
coordinates and their derivati ves, and that have been developed in tbe field of robotics [14]. F inally, 
the problem of determi natio n of physical values of the constraint/closing condition reactions is 
considered. 
2 Revised formulation of coordinate partitioning 
Consider a mechanical system modelled by n generalized coordi nates q = [q1, ... , q,,]"f and subject to 
m holonomic constrain ts rep resented by at least twice diffe rentiable functions <1>(q, t) = fwt(q, t), ... , 
4>m(q, t)]1". The governing equations of constrained motion of the system can be written in the 
following DAE form: 
M(q, t) q = h(q, q, t) + C(q, t) I., (1) 
<I>(q, t) = 0 , (2) 
where M is the n x n symmetric positive-definite mass matrix; h represen ts the components of applied 
fo rces on the ~ystem and the gyroscopic terms; C = o<1>/oq is the m x n constrai nt ma tri x; and 
A = [A.1> ... , ).mJ1" contains Lagrange m ultipliers. The constraint equa tio ns (2) can be differen tiated to: 
d> = q q, t) q + a(q, t) = 0 , 
ii> = q q, t ) ii + b(q, q, t) = 0 , 
where a = o<1>/OL, and b = Cq + a.. 
(3) 
(4) 
The coordinate partition ing method makes usc of the fact that only k = 11 - m from the n initial 
coordinates q are independent, denoted q} = [qll, ... , qrJ T; the others are refered to as the dependent 
coordinates in the meaning of th is method, qD = [qDl> ... , qDmJT. Thus, according to tbe symbol ic 
partitioning, 
q = [q'y qD 1"]T, 
the constraint equations (3) can be rewritten as 
C,(q, t) q, + C,,(q, t) qD + a(q, t) = 0 . 
(5) 
(6) 
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For clarity in the mathematical formulation, this symbolic notation, partitioned relative to 
independent and dependent coordinates, will be used through the whole paper. In numerical 
algorithms, however, it is usually more convenient to complete [his task by assigning appropriate 
addresses to the entries of matrices and vectors being partitioned. 
If constraints (2) are independent, rank (C) = m, there exists at least Que set of 40 such that the 
corresponding square submatrix Cn is nonsingular, det (Cn) =t= O. This enables one to express tiD as 
linear combinations of it" and then <io as linear combination of ii I> i.e.: 
qD ~ -CD - '(C,q, + a) ~ A(q, I) q, + ~(q, lJ, 
iiD ~ A(q, t) ij, + ~(q" q, t) , 
(7) 
(8) 
where A = - Cn -leI is of dimension m x k; and 11 = - Cn - 1a and ~ = - CD - lb = Aq] +" are 
m-vectors. Using (7) and (8), the following interdependences between the initial and independent 
velocities and accelerations can be introduced: 
(9) 
(10) 
where [ (k ) denotes the k x k identity matrix; and 0 is the k-dimensional null vector. 
The k x n matrix D(q, t) = [1(kJA 1"] has apriori maximal rank, and complements the constraint 
matrix C in the n-space of the system's configuration, i.e. DCT = [l(k) - (Cv - IC,)T] [C, CDP' 
= c/ - C/CD - TCV T = O. Thus, the co lumns of OT arc (contravariant) components of vectors 
dj(J = J, ... , k) which span the tangent subspace in the n-space. On the other hand, the columns ofeT 
are (covariant) components of constraint vectors ~i (i = 1, ... , m) which span the orlhogollal (or 
constrained) subspace. The tangent and orthogonal subspaces complement each other in the 11-space, 
and DCr = o expresses the orthogonality conditions dj ' ~i = O(j = 1(1) k; i = 1(1) m). Sinceoflinear 
independence, ~b ... , ~m, ~ 1> ... , ~k span a new base ecd = [e/ c,/Y in the n-space, where 
ec = [~b ... , ~mrr and ed = [41. ... , dSr are the base vecto rs of oflhogonal and tangent subspaces, 
respectively. The transformation formula between the (covariant) bases Ced and eq is 
[e,] [CM - '] eed = ed = D eq = Tedeq • (11) 
where eq = (Isl , ... , ~nlT are the base vectors spanning the directions of q. The appearance of M - l in 
the upper part of Ted comes evident after a little inspection. Since CT contains covariant components 
of the base vectors of the orthogonal subspace, the transformation between the covariant base vectors 
ec and cq requires eM- i. On the other hand, D T contains contravariant components, and the 
transformation between ed and eq is defined by matrix D. For details see Appendix A or refer to [15, 
16]. 
Using the above definitions, the dynamic equations (1) ean be projected inlo the base e ed' which is 
equivalent to the left-sided premultiplication of these equations by Ted' The tangential projection (into 
Cd base), after considering (9) and (10), leads to the minimal set of constraint reaction-free (or 
canonical) dynamic equations in turns of the independent coordinatcs (see also [17]) 
Miq, t) ii, ~ hi q" q, t), 
where 
'r T 'r Md = DMD = Mu + (MfDA) + M/DA + A MODA, 
h, ~ D(h - M[OT ~Ty) ~ h, + AThD - (M," + ATMDD)~' 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
and M l1, Mm, M ilD' h/ and h]) are appropriate submatrices of M and b relating q, and qo, respectively. 
As M is the metric tenso r matrix of base eq, the metric tensor matrix of base ecd can be written as 
[ CM - 'C' 0 ] [M 0 ] Med = TedMT~ = Or DMDT = 0; Md ' (IS) 
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where M~ = CM - ICT and Md = DMDT are the metric tensor matrices of bases c( and Cd, 
respectively; and 0 is the k x m null mat rix. The above relation, which will be of use in the fo llowing, 
indicates that the orthogonal and tangent subs paces really complement cach other in the l1-spacc. 
By appcnding 4} = VI to (12), 2k first-order differential equations in VI and q l follow. However, 
since Md and hd depend on all in itial coordinates q, the constraint (2) have to be solved at each step of 
integration fo r qn as function of the current values of q/> and this process is usually computalionaJly 
expensivc. Thus, it is recommendable to integrate (12) together with the kinematic relations (9), and 
solve the k + n first-order differential equations directly for V/( = 'II) and q. 
3 Projective criterion for coordinate partitioning 
As an introduction consider the mathematical pendulum shown in Fig.!. Setting q = [x , y]T as the 
position of particle G, the cons traint surface is <P = x2 + y2 - 02 = O,and the orthogonal and tangent 
directions are as indicated. 
Limiting ourselves to the range y E ( 0, nI2), it is evident that the best choice for q l from q is : 
q l = Y for y E ( 0, n/4) ; q l = x for y E ( n/4, nI2); and for y = 1(/4, x and yare of the same priority. 
Respectively, for q l = X or q} = y, tbe coordinate partitioning leads to singularity for the position of 
G at A or B points. One can also deduce that, for a vector lsi (I = x or y) along the direction of x or y, 
the bigger the projection of ~ i on the tangent direction the better the corresponding coordinate to 
be chosen for qh and the null projection of ~ i on d direction indicates that the corresponding 
coordi nate cannot be sel for qJ . Quantitatively this can be expressed by COS2 /Xi = 11s/ dJI2!11s ;l2 (or 
cos2 Pi = 1 ~}c) 1 2/ 1 ~ iI 2 ). The bigger cos 2 ai (tbe smaller cos2 Pi) the better the corresponding coordinate 
for q}, and cos 2 IX, = ° (or cos2 Pi = 1) denotes the singular choice of q/. For the illustration case, 
cos 2 ax = sin2 y (cos2 Px = cos2 ")I), and cos2 IXy = cos2 y (cos2 Py = sin2 y). 
The projective criterion for coordinate partitioning proposed in this paper general izes the above 
simple geometrical illustrations. [n general, however, a system's configuration space is not a Cartesian 
one but an n-dimensional Riemannian space. Thc norm of a vector in such a space has thus to be 
redefined according to the vector space geometry. The aspects of contravariant/covariant vector 
representations are of importance for this definition and for the further base transformations in the 
n-space. For the convenience of the reader, the principles of these concepts are summarized in 
Appendix A, and one can also refer to [15], [1 8] and [19]. According to the formulae (AS) in 
Appendix A, the transformation matrix Ted defined in (11) is the mapping of the covarian t re-
presentations k i * of vectors ~ , = k i*TCq * (i = 1(1) n), 
I ' -- i-th position 
ki * = [0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... , OI T, 
into e~ base, i.e. 
k."'" - T k' _ [CM-'] k* 
, cd , 0 ' . 
A x 
y 
(J " !S: 1l>ogen! direct ion / 
8~--­
y 
k (C.) I 
d ~ .... "'>...c 
I Coo.trai"! direci"ion .............. 
(16) 
(17) 
Fig. I. Projective criterion - concept illUSlration. Mathematical and physi. 
cal pend ulum, respectively 
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The vector ~j defined this way can be interpreted as a unit vector along iii direction, 4 . ~i = qrk;* = q" 
and tbis elucidate its (covariant) representation in (16) (see Appendix A for the meaning of 
subscripting with *). Then, it comes from (17) that the i-th column of CM - 1 is the (covariant) 
representation of ki in Co * base, whereas the i-th column of D is the (covariant) representation of ~ i in 
ed* base. Denoting these representations by k j*(c) and k ;*(d), respectively, it can be written tbat: 
CM - 1 = [k *(c ) k . (e) .. " k .jC)J 1 2 n (mxnj, (18) 
J) - [k .(d) k .(d) .•• k *(dIJ 
- 1 2 n (k><n)' 
i.c. k i,l«t) and kj*(d) are the i-lh columns of CM - 1 and D, respectively. 
Using (A 4) defined in A ppendix A, Ilsd2, l ~ lC)1 2 and 1~/d)12 can be written as follows: 
Ik l' - k·*'M- 'k* - M - '(i i) -, , , , , 
I k .(~)I' _ (k .* (c))T M -lk ·*(C) _, , c , . (19) 
Ik .(d)I' _ (k .* (d))T M - tk ·*(d) _, , d.. 
where M - 1(i, i) is the ii-th entry of M - 1; and Me and Md are defined in (15). Basing on (19), the 
following generalized formulation of the projective criterion for coordinate partitioning can be 
introduced: 
Ik .ld)I ' (k .*(d»)T M - lk.*(d) 2 - . I d I 
cos Ct., = l~ il 2 = M l(i, i) , (23,) 
(23 b) 
The bigger cos2 (Xi (the smaller cos2 Pi) the closer is ~i to the tangent hyperplane and the better qi serves 
as an independent eoordjnate. 
The above formulation appeals directly to the mathematical pendulum illustration introduced at 
the beginning of this section, and generalizes the concept introduced there to an n-dimensional metric 
space. A crucial role in this formulation plays a redefinition of a vector norm (squared length) by the 
employment of the metric of the system's configuration space. This enables one to deal automatically 
with possible different dimensions of q components. Only in those simple cases (as the mathematical 
pendulum case) when M has the nonzero entries solely along its diagonal and all the diagonal 
elements are the same in both value and dimension, the implementatio n of metric tensor can be 
disregarded. 
In fact two formulae for the reported criterion have been introduced, (23 a) and (23 b). 
Respectively, they express the squared cosines (generalized to the n-spaees) of angles between the 
vector ~i and its projections ~y) and k,(c) into the tangent and orthogonal subspaces. The matrix 
Md used in (23 a) is actually the mass matrix of the minimal-dimension dynamic equations (12), and 
thus is available (more or less explicitly) in its inverted form at each instant of the system motion 
simulation . The matrix M" = eM-lcT used in (23 b) has to be formulated and inverted individually. 
Therefore, the formulation (23 a) is recommendable for the reported formulation. Using the approach 
described in [22] where the equations of motion (1) are determined in a recursive way, the formulation 
(23 b) is superior because the matrix Me is needed at every time step for the determination of the 
constraint reactions. Furthermore, by using a recursive formalism, the inverted mass matrix M - 1 is 
determined explicitly at every instant of motion. As shown in the following example, this criterion also 
evaluates the possible sets of differential algebraic equations of motion and therefore serves as 
a criterion for possible cuts of multibody systems with closed-loops. Especially by using a recursive 
formalism, the proposed criterion is essential due to the fact that this formalism fails by cutting the 
loop at a body with neglected mass. This failure cannot be avoided by the reduction to state space 
form and therefore the choice of a good cut according to the projective criterion is necessary, for 
details see [23]. 
For a current set q" the reported criterion can be applied occasionally to check or redefine the 
choice for qr as related those components of q whose corresponding cos2 Ct., (i = 1, ... , 11) have the 
biggest values. These aspects will be illustrated in more detail in Section 6, where a four-bar 
mechanism is analyzed. Here, for tutorial reasons, let us introduce another simple illustration. 
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Consider now the pend ulum as in Fig. 1 to be a physical pendul um with a body C. By seUing 
q = [x, y, y]T, the metric tensor of eq base is M = d iag (m, m, J), and M - 1 = diag (~, ~, ~); where 
m m J 
In is the mass and J the moment of inertia of bod y G. Then, introducing the constraint equat ions: 
$ 1 = X - (2 cos Y = 0 and <1>2 = Y - (l sin y = 0, the constrain t matrix is: 
C ~ [I 0 e sin y J. 
o I -(2 cos Y 
According to the possible choice q/ = x, ql = Y or ql = )I, D defined in (9) is: 
D, ~ [I _ cos y __ I- J, 
sin y (2 sm Y 
D _[_SIn y 1 1 J 
y - cosy acos y ' 
D r = [-(!sin y QCosy 1] , 
. . [me' + J] [me' + J] and the co rrespondlllg matrices M" arc: (M"},, = 2' 2 ; (M d)y = Z 2 ; 
(l sm 'Y (! cos 'Y 
= mq2 + J. Then, for each possible choice of q/, the criterion (23a) leads to: 
, 
2 Infl'2 
cos Ctx = 2 Sill y, rna + J 
, _ _ -,J -o 
cos Ct)' - Z • 
me + 1 
(24) 
(25) 
and (M,), 
(26) 
The above jllustration shows that. irrespective of the qI choice, the vectors ~i defined by D; in (25) 
(i = x, y, or y) span the same direction in the 3~dimensiona l (Riemannian) space. In general , for each 
(nonsingular) choice of q/, ed = [ql , ... , 4tV span the same tangent subspace. It is a lso evident that the 
entries of D; in (25) express the same proportions bctwecn kx >l«"l, ky *(") and ky *(") for each choice of qj. 
However, the comparision ofthese components directly from (25) is meaningless since the q entries are 
of different dimensions and physical meaning. Only the involvement of the space metric makes it 
possible to compare the vector projections as in (26). Note also that, for all possiblc pendulum 
configurations, neither kx. ky nor k 1 project entirely into the tangent subspace, COS 2 1J.; < 1 (i = x, y, or 
y). Thus none from x, y and y can be considered as a tangenl coordinate. 
4 Application of inverse kinematics algorithms 
The essentia l sho rtcoming of the coordinate partitioni ng mcthod is the necessity of inverting Co in 
order to determine A = -Cn - ICI , 11 = Cn - la, and ~ = CD - Ib, requ ired for the formulation of(12). 
During the simulation process CD has to be inverted at each step of in tegrati 0 11, and this may bring 
some inefficiency in computations. 
In this section advantages are emphasizes that may arise in the coo rdinate partitioning approach 
to the dynamic analysis of constrained mechanical systems by adapting special algorit hms of inverse 
ki nematics developed in the field of robot ics, and of remarkable importance is a technique dcveloped 
by Wocrnle [14]. According to this technique, the kinematic chains (closed loops) are parted into two 
open chains so that to select relations with a rcduced number of unknowns. Then, setting some 
coord inates to befrozen (independent), the recursive relations for the othe r (dependen t) coordinates as 
function oftheJrozen ones <Lre found without introducing tbe constraint equations in tbe form (2), see 
also [20], [21 ], and f22]. These recursive relations a re denoted symbolicall y as 
qD ~ g(q" t), (27) 
[0 
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and are recognized also as closing conditions [24}. Tn fact, (27) are often quite complex, and the amount 
of labour required for their derivation depends greatly on the skill of the investigator in using the 
inverse kinematics procedures. Nevertheless, this initial work pays in the further analysis. The 
(recursive) relations for (7) and (8) are usually not so laborious to be obtained analytically_ They can 
also be derived by using computer symbolical formalisms like NEWEUL (25], [26]. An example of 
derivation and application of the recursive formulations for (27), (7) and (8) is demonstrated in 
Section 6 of this paper, see also [21]. 
The application of inverse kinematics algorithms benefits in analytical (though recursive) 
formulae for g, A, 'J. and;. This accelerates usually the numerical formulation of the tangent dynamic 
equations (12), and the final governing equations can be written in the following simplified 2k-order 
form: 
M.(q/) i, = hb" q" I) (28.) 
41 = v, (28 b) 
where Md and hd correspond to Md and hd defined in (13) and (14) after substituting 
q = [q/ (g''(q" I)l]T and q = [v,T, (A(q" t) VI + ~(q/' 1))'1/, where g(q" I), A(q" I), ~(q/ ' I) and 
;(VI, q" t) represent the recursive formulae from the inverse kinematics. Note tbat the closing 
conditions (27) replace the constraint equations (2), i.e. it can be written 
$(q, I) = -g(q" I) + qD = 0 , (29) 
and (7) and (8) stand for ($)' = 0 and ($)" = O. Thus, the sol ution of(28) is released from the problem 
of constraint violation. Note also tbat, as all the entries of q and q are determined at each step of 
integration of(28), an eventual transition from one set of ql to another will not yield any inconsistency 
in the initial value problem of accordingly reformulated governing equations. Obviously, an 
appropriate number of recursive formulae (27), (7) and (8) for different possible (or all) sets of ql from 
q has to be prcparcd in advance. 
5 Determination of constraint/closing condition reactions 
As previously stated, the closing conditions (27) stand for the artificial constraint equations (29), as 
compared with the physical ones (2). 1n the first-order kinematic form, the former are 
($)' = - Aq, - ~ + 4n = 0 , (30) 
i.e. are identical with the resolved form (7) of (6), The corresponding constraint matrix is 
C = [-A I 'm'], (31) 
where I (m) is the 111 x 111 identity matrix. The matrix e defines a new set of constraint vectors 
~i(i = 1(1) m), which also span the constrained subspace (OCT = 0) but, in general, have no reference 
with the directions and values of the constraint vectors ~i (i = 1(1) m) defined by the constra int matrix 
e relating constraints (2). Thus, in the formulation eTt = er)... for the total of closing reactions, 
~ = ['.\> ... , 1m]1" conserves tbe multipliers which can by no means be identified with the reactions on 
the system (in the physical sense) due to the closing conditions. In fact,)... = pol, "', A.,JT in the term 
eTA. in (1) should not, in general, be identified with the physical reaction values either. Namely, it can 
be simply demonstrated that, for the planar mathematical pendulum shown in Fig. 1, by setting the 
constraint equation cP = x 2 + y2 _ {l = 0, the constraint matrix is e = [2x 2y], and in the term ell 
neither)... conserves the constraint reaction values nor C is the distribution matrix of the reaction 
forces. 
In the light of these comments, the relation for the total of constraint reactions, which force the 
system to move consistently with the constraint conditions, can be formulated variously, according to 
the used fo rmulation of the system constrainment. Nevertheless, since particular constraints on the 
system have usually their physical interpretation, the physical reactions (forces/moments) of these 
constraints f = [fl, ... , fm ]T can be usuaUy defined and, for the purpose of the further analysis. one can 
write 
(32) 
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where B(q, L) is the m x IJ full-rank matrix of distribution of reactions jj (j = 1, ... , m) along 
q directions. The ij-th component of 8 T (i = 1, ... , 11; j = 1, ... , m) expresses the in terdependence 
between the virtual displacement of the system constrained point along the assumed direction ofjj 
and the virtual displacement along qi, whereas the degrees offreedom relating the other q components 
are/rozen. Thus, Bean be obtained by using the weU-known virtual work method. For most common 
constraint types, B can be obtained automatically by symbolical multibody formalism NEWEUL 
[25]- [27], and probably by many other symbolical computer fo rmali!ims. In principle the vectors 
bi (i = I, ... , Ill) defined by covariant components as columns of BT, are represented only in the 
orthogonal subspace, DBr = 0, and can be considered as another set of base vectors of this subspace, 
eb = [~h ... , ~",V· Thus, the transformation formula (11) can be extended to 
[XM-'] exd = D cq = Txdcq , (33) 
where x = b, c o r c; and X = n, C or C, respectively. Note that irrespectively of the possible 
formulation of the orthogonal subspace base vectors, the tangent projection of the initial dynamic 
equations (1) leads always to some minimal-dimension dynamic equations as defined in !12). The 
orthogonal p rojection, respectively to tbe choice for X, leads to the determination of f, A or J.., see c.g. 
[15], [27]- {29}. Since the physical reaction values are of interest, one can write 
f ~ (BM - ' B')- ' B(ii-M - ' b). (l4) 
Introducing (to) and making use of the fact that BOT = 0, (34) simplify to 
f ~ (BM- 'BT)- ' B ([~] - M - 'h), (lS) 
and f depend on the current va lues of the stale variables of the governing equa tion (17) or (28), and 
time. 
The scheme (35) requircs first the inversion of the 11 x 11 matrix M, and then the formulation and 
inversion of the m x m matrjx M t;. = 8M - 1S T . These operations may be expensive in computations. 
Therefore another, possibly more effective scheme for the determination of f is proposed in this paper. 
Namely, using (1), (11) and (32) one can write 
BTf~ [D~n~] ~(T"M)T[~] ~ Mij - h , (36) 
where 0 denotes the k-dimensional null vector. Since T t;.dM is invertible III principle, f can be 
determined from 
m ~ (T"M)- ' (Mij - h). (l7) 
Note that the m upper rows of (Tt;.dM) - T can be interpreted as the pseudoinverse of ST. 
As compared with (35), tbe scheme (37) involves only one matrix inversion, the inversion of the 
n x n matrix (T t;.dM}l·, and k lower rows of this matrix can be retrieved gratuitoulsy from the process of 
formulation of M d _ Then the current values of q can be determined easily from (10), i.e. 
q = DTqJ + rOT ~ 1"]T, where liT are the current values of right sides of the resolved equations (12), or 
(28a). Therefore, the scheme (37) can really compete with the scheme (35) as concerned the 
computational effectiveness. On the othe r hand, both schemes are equivalent, and in Appendix B it is 
shown that (37) leads directly to (35). 
Finally, the reaction values f can be dctermined directly from 
BTf ~ Mij - h, (38) 
where the current values of tbe right sides of (38) are calculated as mentioned above, and 
til independeni rows of BT must be identified in order either to inverte the corresponding square 
submatrix or, preferably, to use Gauss' elimination method. The numerical aspects of the three 
mentioned approaches for the determination of f are analysed in more detail in [27J. 
10' 
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6 Example 
Consider the planar four-bar linkage shown in Fig. 2. 1n order to build an open-loop system, each of 
the joints 0; (i = 1(l) 4) can be cut, yielding a one branch or two branch tree, respectively. The 
coordinates q of the unconstrained system can also be defined differently. In the example case, the 
mecbanism was cut in joint 0 4 and the relative coordinates q = (O:t (X2 tx3f have been chosen to 
represent a planar manipulator with the end-effector fixed in point 04' The dynamic equations of the 
system, corresponding to (12), will not be reported here. 
As stated in Sections 2 and 4, the system constrainment can be expressed either implicitly by 
constraint equations (2) or explicitly by closing conditions (27), whicb yields respective formulations 
of matrix D defining the tangent subspace. Since the former method is rather a standard one, we will 
demonstrate in the following only an application of inve rse kinematics algorithms leading to recursive 
relations for the closing conditions. The subsequent derivation for the simple example case bases on 
the approach given in [14], to where the reader is refercd for details. According to the approach, we 
seperate the mechanism, by cutting in joints O2 and 0 4 , into the Lower and upper segments, and the 
closure condition is 
- - - - 0 [ lower 0 flower - [ upper 0 f upper = , (39) 
where rlower = 0;0 4 - 0 1-0 2, ruppe, = 030 2 - 030 4 , and C) denotes a vector. Due to the used 
segmentation, (39) depends on OCI and (13 (does not depend on (12), and only one of these coordinates 
can be chosen for an independent oue in the subsequent derivation (the choice qr = [il2] would require 
a different segmentation). Here, the relations (27), (9) and (to) are reported only for q, = [ocd. 
Solving (39), one obtaines 
(
102 + IL2 -l22 -13 2 - 2IoiL sin Ill) 
113 = ± arccos / / . 
2" 
(40) 
The complementary relation for 112 is obtained then as suggested in [14] from 
(41) 
The relations (40) and (41) express recursively 1l3(lld and OC2(Cld as defined in (27). Differentiation of 
these closing condit ions leads to: 
. 1011 cos III . 
et3 = . Ill. 
1213 sm et3 
. 10 cos (OCI + 112) . . 
(42) 
0:2= - I, ilL - 113. 
Sill (.(3 
y 
0, 
o,'~ __________________ ~~~ 
~ . 
Fig. 2. Four-bar mechanism 
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o Fig. 3. Projective criterion (four-bar mechanism) 
o ./, ""/, 
and therefore, the ma trix D defin ed in (9) can be stated as 
D - [1 ~ 1011 cos 0:1 +/0:2 coS(O: J +0:2) lol!. c~so:!]. (43) 
12/3 sm IX) 1213 Sin ex3 
After dilTerentiating (42) the vector I; introduced in (10) can be formed as seen in {21]. 
Let us discuss now shortly the problem of the best independent coordinate choice. For particu lar 
li nkage da ta, the results obta ined by using the projective criterion are shown in Fig. 3. The linkage 
geometry was set to assure that the choice qi = [ex Jl never leads to a singularity. enabling us to plot the 
res ults throughout the whole rangea l E (0, 2It). As seen, both al and ai are acceptable choices forql in 
any linkage configuration, no ne of them, however, can be assigned to be the best independent coordinate 
over the whole range of Il t . It is evident, also, that the choice qI = [a)] is tbe worst as leading to Singulari ties 
at III = n/2 and at = Jrr. /2, and due to relatively sma!! values of tangent projections. 
The numerical simulation can now be carried out in the best independent coordinate according to 
the p rojective criterion, i.e. changes between the coordinates exl and 1X2 a re necessary to ensure the 
integration wi th the best coordinate. That this change can be done wit haUl a loss in integration order 
a nd stepsize (by using Adams-Bas hfo rth integration code) has been shown in [31). 
In compari son with othe r cri teria, i.e. Singular-Va lue Decomposition (SVD) [4], no difference exist 
with respect to the singularity points because of their kinematic nature. There are differences, 
however, in the indi cation for the best independent coordinate, as the othe r criterion bases onl y on the 
system geometry whereas the projective criterion includes additionally the inerti a characteristics. It 
can be seen that SVD method gives the same results irrespective the changes in the link masses, and 
the projective criterion is sensitive to these changes. This may be of importance when the inertia 
characteristics of particu la r links vary considerably. Another advantage oCthe proposed criter io n lies 
in its simple geometrical interpretation and comparatively high computational efficiency. 
In o rder to evaluate the reaction fo rces in joint 0 4 , mat rix B is needed. It can be built by using 
a fo rma lism im plemented in NEWEUL and MAPLE [261 as: 
(44) 
According to (32), the constrainment of the system may aITecl its dynamics either by e TA as in (1), by 
RTf, where f = Lix,hV are the reaction forces at joint 0 4 along x and y directions, or by 
101, CO,"'] ~ 1213 . si n 1X3 . ["']. 
o I, 
I 
[
loll cos a l + 1012 cos (a l + aJ 
CTj.. = 1213 sin IX) 
1 
o 
(45) 
which follows from the closing cond itions (40)- (42). The reaction forces f can now be determined 
using either the scheme (35), (36) or (38). From the computational point of view fo r tbe proposed 
method, scheme (36) is most effectivc. The solution is found by applying standard solvers fo r systems 
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of li near equations. The direct determination of f from scheme (38) needs the use of methods for li near 
least square problems, which are of factor 2 in computation time and therefore inattractive [27]. 
Finally, scheme (35) proofs to be very efficient only wben the dynamic equations are created with the 
method described in [22], i.e. when the inverted mass matrix M - t is at hand at every step of 
integration. Then the explicitly formulated reaclion forces can be evaluated parallel to the dynamic 
simulation without additional matrix inversions. 
7 Conclusions 
The paper motivates to use the coordinate partitioning approach for dynamic analysis of 
constrained/closed-loop mullibody systems. The method is especially useful for those cases when the 
natural independent coordinates of the systems cannot be defined apriori. A compact mathematical 
formulation of the method is reported, and the proposed final governing equations (28) release the 
method from the necessity of solving the algebra ic equations of constraints for the dependent 
coordinates as functions of independent ones, which is an Achilles' heel of the standard approach. 
As the method may require occasional redefmition of independent coordinates chosen from the 
initial (redundant) ones, a conceptually simple and numerically efficient projective criterion for the 
choice is proposed. The criterion enables one not only to predict and to avoid singularities, but also to 
definc the best set of independent coordinates, resulting in the best conditioned governing equations 
of the system's constrained motion. Both the geometrical and inertial characteristics of a system are 
involved for the criterion, the latter being usually omitted in other related methods. Although such 
a conclusion is usually difficult to state, the reported criterion seems to be numerically very efficient as 
compared with other methods, and, in fact, it can be implemented only occasionally during the 
simulation process 10 check/ redefine the best independent coordinates. It is also seen that a transition 
from one set of ql to another may neither increase the computing time nor propaga te the integration 
errors. 
Furthermore, some advantages that may arise in applications of the method by using inverse 
kinematics algorithms are indicated. The algorithms lead to explicit formulae between the chosen 
dependent and independent coordinates, velocities and acceleratiom. Using the relations, the 
coordinate partitioning method results in the minima/~set governing equations, which are in principle 
released from the problem of constraint violation. Again, it is difficult to evaluate benefits of 
applica tion of the inverse kinematics algorithms as compared to the traditional coordinate 
partitioning formulation. The inverse formulae, which bave to be obtained analytically either by hand 
or by symbolical computer manipulations, are nsually complex and recursive. and require some skill 
of the investigator. Also, if changes of independent coordinates are foreseen. a number of sets of the 
formulae bas to be prepared in advance for chosen (or aU) combinations for ql from q. This initial 
labor will pay in the process of simulation, however, and can be partially automati:!ed. 
F inall y, three approaches to the determination of physical reactions of constraints/closing 
conditions are discussed. This may be of importance since the Lagrange multipliers involved in the 
coordinate partitioning method formulat ion, and thus able to be determined during the simulation 
process, have usually no physical meaning. 
Appendix A (Vector space notation) 
Consider an ,,·dimensional metric space. A vector y can be represented in this space by its 
contravariant components v = [\-'1> ... , v"lT relative the space covariant base e = [~h , ... , ~nr, or by its 
. * [ * *JT I · h . b * [. *JT [30J . covanantcomponentsv = VI ..... v" Ie aUvet econtravanant asee = ~I ' .... ~n , ,I.e. 
y = vTe = Vl~l + V2~2 + ... + Vn~n 
= v*rc* = V I *~I* + V2*~2* + ... + vn*~n*' (A I) 
With thc use of the metric (covariant) tensor matrix (symmetric, positive-definite matrix) of the base e, 
[~' o ~, ., M =cc = ... ... ~" Q ~l .. (A 2) 
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the interdependences between the contravariant and covariant vector components and base vectors 
are defined as follows 
v* = Mv ; v = M - 1v*; 
e = Me*; c* = M -1 e. 
The dot product of two vectors ~ and 'Y can be written in four possible ways: 
~ 0 'Y = vTMw = vTw· = v*TM - 1w* = V*TW. 
(A 3) 
(A4) 
When the reference frame cbanges from the given one to another, denoted el. the transformation 
formulae are: 
e = Te; v* = Tv*; 
C* = T - Te*; v= T-7'v, (AS) 
where T is the n x n transformation (invertible) matrix. The metric (covariant) tensor matrix 
(symmet ric, positive-definite matrix) !VI of the base e is 
M ~ eO' ~ TMTT. (A 6) 
Appendix B (Equivalence of schemes (35) and (37» 
According to (A 6) and wi th reference to (15), the metric tensor matri x M bd of the base 
CM = [~h ... , ~m. !f l, .. . , ~kJT is 
(B 1) 
Thus, it is easy to show that 
(B2) 
Substituting (B2) for (TbdM)- T and (10) for ii, the scheme (37) reads as fo llows 
[ (BM-'B,)-' BM-' (MDTij, + M [~J -h) 
[oJ ~ (DMDT) - ' D (MD'ij, + M m -h) 
~ [(BM-'B')-' B ([~J -M-'h)]. 
M d - I (M diis - hd) 
(B3) 
where M dQ.1 - hd := 0 according to (12). 
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